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Abstract
The objectives of this doctoral work are to project an
overall scheme of estimating vehicle characteristics from
video sequences, to analyze errors arising in the estimation process, estimate expected accuracy limits and recommend suitable scene configuration for getting reliable
results and to statistically evaluate the characteristics of
a vehicle fleet and formulate recommendations for generating vehicles in microscopic simulation models. The
work proposes a methodology for estimation of the parameters necessary to calibrate microscopic simulation systems. The methodology consists in analysis and configuration of a traffic scene, evaluation of vehicle parameters
from video sequences and the statistical preparation of
the obtained vehicle parameters for the input of a microscopic system. The proposed methodology is not related
to any specific simulation system or to any specific video
system for traffic monitoring. The work aims to give an
independent method for choosing the equipment, video
processing methods and the methodology for configuring
the traffics scene and evaluation of the vehicle parameters
in order to fulfill the required accuracy constraints.
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I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Visions]: Applications
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1.

Introduction

The traffic situation changes over time. Areas having no
congestion problems turn to have ones. Before modifying
the traffic infrastructure by building new roads or adding
new traffic control systems, it should be investigated what
impact the planned changes would have. To avoid costly
errors, it is necessary to prove the new concepts in one
simulation environment. This proof of concept can be
done using traffic simulation systems.
The microscopic simulation is a preferred choice for traffic simulation and planning. The new traffic solutions
would be firstly modelled on a microscopic system and
the simulated results would be analyzed. If the simulated
results were satisfactory, the next step would be to implement them in the real scene. Using simulation results
for decision-making raises a question of the reliability of
the simulation and consequently the reliability of the obtained results and conclusions. The questions that are
raised are: Does the modelled vehicle behaviour really
represent the vehicle behaviour in reality? How big is the
modelling error? How big is the measurement error? How
big is the resulting accuracy of the simulation?
Since the default parameters of the microscopic simulation systems cannot model the driver behaviour in general, the microscopic simulation systems must be first calibrated.

2.
2.1

Problem Statement
Motivation

The motivation for this work is the necessity for methodology for estimating the parameters of the microscopic
simulation systems that aims to guarantee the accurate
simulation of the real-world behavior.
Current solutions are targeted to solve the problem of
simulation system calibration for one specific traffic scene.
There is no methodology on how to estimate necessary parameters in the optimal way, how to choose the optimal
camera characteristics, camera position or the image processing methods. This work aims to define the methodology in the process of the parameter estimation. The
calibration methods have generally the same sequence of
calculation steps: camera calibration, object identification, object recognition and tracking, geometry transfor-
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mation and parameter calculation. Depending on how
these steps are implemented, there is an inhering error
in each of them. These errors will impact the end result: traffic state parameters. This work identified the
following error sources: Approximation of Camera intrinsic parameters, Image Processing Methods for Blob Analysis, approximations of the vehicle moving plane: Ground
Plane Constraint, Camera Position and Approximation of
camera extrinsic parameters, Identification of the vehicle
centroids and Video Frequency. The calibration is an important task impacting significantly how realistic the simulation results would be. To obtain the calibration data,
the traffic scenes are monitored using video cameras. The
collected video data is analyzed using image-processing
methods and the parameters of interest are extracted.

3.

2.2

3.1

Dissertation Main Goals

This doctoral work proposes an approach that should allow for more precise estimation of the calibration parameters. Prior to collecting the video data, there is one
pre-analysis step which evaluates what kind of camera is
best suited, where to place the camera to obtain the most
accurate results, as well as what kind of image processing methods to use for the estimation of vehicle position,
velocity and acceleration. The traffic scene that is going
to be monitored is analyzed for characteristics such as expected velocity range of the vehicles, the kind of vehicles
that participate in the monitored traffic scene and traffic
scene environmental conditions.
The following topics will be analyzed:
1. Evaluation of vehicle characteristics This work will
make an overview of the possibilities for evaluating
vehicle characteristics using the image processing
systems. The overview should provide the clarity
about pros and cons of specific methods.
2. Evaluation of the accuracy and arising errors at the
evaluation process The whole evaluation process will
be analyzed for the error sources and their impact
on the results. The evaluation should result in the
guidelines for neglecting or considering the errors
and eventually compensating them.
3. Recommendation for scene configuration at the measurements Based on the errors appearing in the evaluation process, the scene configurations will be specified that are most suitable from the accuracy point
of view.
4. Statistical evaluation of acquired accuracy.
This doctoral work intends to fulfil the following theses:
1. To project an overall scheme of estimating vehicle
characteristics from video sequences.
2. To analyze errors arising in the estimation process,
estimate expected accuracy limits and recommend
suitable scene configuration for getting reliable results.
3. Statistically evaluate the characteristics of a vehicle
fleet and formulate recommendations for generating
vehicles in microscopic simulation models.

Overview of the Actual State

There is not much publicly available literature on how to
proceed in order to calibrate one microscopic simulation
system. The solutions described in the literature concentrate on the specific traffic situations having usually the
constraint not to choose the measurement equipment in
advance, but to use the available equipment and afterwards evaluate the accuracy or propose methods to compensate for errors. The majority of the published work
results refer to the problems faced with monitoring intersections. The image processing methods are same as for
the purposes of extracting parameters for the calibration
of the microscopic systems.

Calibration and Validation Methods

The calibration of microscopic systems depends on the
simulation model used to model the vehicles and their
behavior. This chapter gives an overview on the most
common simulation models and their impact on the calibration parameters. The traffic micro simulation systems
require numerous input parameters to describe the traffic
flow realistically. These parameters are local static infrastructure and driver behaviour. If the parameters are not
adjusted, the simulation system may give non-realistic results. The adjustment of the input parameters is called
the calibration of the model, [11, 7]. In the traditional
process of model calibration, model parameters are adjusted until reasonable (qualitative and quantitative) correspondence between the model and field observed data
is achieved. Very often the trial-and-error method based
on engineering judgment or experience is employed for
model calibration. Other approaches include the gradient
approach. These approaches regard the model calibration
procedure as an optimization problem in which a combination of parameter values that best satisfies an objective
function is searched.

3.2

Image Geometry for Traffic Scenes

The important aspect of image processing is the geometry. When processing an image, there is always a projection from the three dimensional space (3D) into the two
dimensional space (2D). Through the projection there is
always a loss of information about the geometry of the observed scene. The reconstruction of the 3D information
from a 2D image is a complex task. The main assumption
when estimating the vehicle positions from a video image
is that the vehicles move on the ground plain. This assumption is known as the ground plane constraint (GPC)
and is adopted for the proposed calibration method. The
subsequent chapters discuss in more detail the geometry
issues influencing the robustness and correctness of position estimation.

3.3

Image Processing for Traffic Scenes

Below is the summary of algorithms for vehicle detection,
[15, 10, 9, 17].
Algorithm: Frame differencing, i.e. temporal differencing, Application: Traffic Surveillance On Road vehicle
detection, Improvement Potential: No good result, if the
objects are not sufficiently textured
Algorithm: Optical Flow, Application: Traffic Surveillance On Road vehicle detection, Improvement Potential:
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The computations are very intensive difficult to realize in
real-time
Alorithm: Background Subtraction, Application: Traffic
Surveillance, Improvement Potential: Gives no good results for dynamic background, Gives no good results for
static background with traffic jam
Algorithm: Probabilistic approach, each pixels is classified as shadow, moving object or background, Application: Traffic Surveillance
Algorithm: Vehicle detection based on background subtraction and color information Application: Traffic Surveillance, Improvement Potential: Vehicles overlap, occlusion.

3.4

Studied Cases

The first study case is weaving section. This example
shows one methodology for collecting and evaluating the
vehicle characteristics for weaving intersections only. This
approach was described in the work of O. Masoud et al.
[8, 2, 12, 16]. The purpose of their work was to address
the inefficiency of existing systems and provide more comprehensive data about the weaving intersections. The information they wanted to collect was: extractions of vehicles and their count, vehicle velocity and vehicle moving
directions.
The second studied case is the evaluation of traffic parameters for arbitrary traffic scene. This approach was
described in various articles by Worrall A.D., Sullivan
G.D., Baker K.D dating from 1992 till 2000, [6, 20, 18,
19]. Masoud et al. [24][12] showed in their work a different
approach compared to the work of Worrall A.D., Sullivan
G.D., Baker K.D [6] about the weaving intersections. The
geometry and 3D of the vehicles are considered.

4.
4.1

Analysis of Partial Problems
Selection of the Calibration Parameters

As already described the Microscopic Road Traffic System
simulates the traffic by the simulation of the behavior of
individual vehicles, [1, 3, 21, 13]. The part of the simulation system that has a task to generate the vehicles is
called the generator, [5, 4]. The generator module uses vehicle model in order to represent the vehicles. The vehicle
model is divided into kinematic and dynamic characteristics that define the vehicle characteristics, and the driver
type data that define the driver behavior.
The driver type data vary for different regions and traffic
infrastructures. Correct input data for the generator can
be obtained from statistical evaluation of vehicles behavior in real traffic. The generator module of the simulation
system generates vehicles at certain time intervals and
for each generated vehicle specifies the following values:
vehicle position, vehicle velocity, vehicle acceleration and
moving direction, i.e. the next point after a certain time
interval. The inputs to the generator are the velocity and
acceleration profiles with their statistical characteristics
along the trajectory. The following data should be collected from the video sequences: vehicle frequency, vehicle
trajectory and the values of velocities and accelerations at
trajectory points, i.e. velocity and acceleration profiles.
This information is statistically analyzed and given as in-

Figure 1: Crossing with cars taking straight-line
trajectories.

Figure 2: Projection of one point on the ground
plane to the image plane.
put to the generator module. The Figure 1 shows an
example of the measurement points and observed vehicle
velocity and acceleration profiles. In this example the observed traffic scene is one crossing. The expected trajectories are straight, turning left, turning right. It is possible
that some irregular trajectories could be observed in the
traffic surveillance video, like overtaking. The examples
considers only the velocity and acceleration profile associated with straight trajectories. The points P1 , P2 , P3 , P4
denote the trajectory points and the values on the y-axis
are measured velocities and accelerations. The diagram
shows the values obtained for four different vehicles. The
second diagram shows the acceleration profiles measured
at the points P1 − P4 for four vehicles.

4.2

Accuracy of the Camera Position

The influence of the camera angle toward the ground
plane and the angle of the car along the optical axis are
here considered. The Figure 2 shows a projection of one
point from the ground plane w1 to the point in the image plane c1 , defined with coordinates (u1 , v1 ). The image
plane is orthogonal to the camera axis which allow for the
following correspondence between (x1 , y1 ) and (u1 , v1 ) coordinates:
u1 ≈ x1 0 = xc + x1 − xc ∗ k

(1)

v1 = y1 0 ∗ sinα = (yc + y1 − yc ∗ k) sin α

(2)

In case of α = 0 the value of v1 is 0, meaning that the value
along the v axis of the image plane cannot be evaluated.
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Figure 3: Projection of a line on the ground plane
to the image plane.
Another extreme is α = 90◦ , which gives that v1 equals
y1 0 , which corresponds to the bird view projection.
Another angle of interest is the orientation of the car, θ,
toward the projection axis. The angle α is considered
having the same for all points of the monitored vehicles
in the scene. The length of an object on the ground plane
L is projected to the length L0 on the image plane.
q
(3)
L0 = L ∗ k (cosθ)2 − (sinθ ∗ sinα)2
The Figure 3 shows how the length of objects from the
ground plane is projected to the image plane. If the angle
θ = 0◦ the value of L0 is L ∗ k. The length projection L0
is scaled with the factor k. For θ = 90◦ the value of L0 is
L ∗ k ∗ sinα, meaning that the length of the projection L0
is additionally influenced with the camera angle α.

4.3

Accuracy of the Vehicle Model

The cars are 3D objects and the flat patches on the image plane are the projections of the car points above the
ground plane. The Figure 4 depicts the projection of one
vehicle on the image plane. The Figure 4 shows that the
point wcar = (xcar , ycar ) is actually projected to the image plane. Due to the ground plane approximation, this
point is approximately positioned on the ground plane
point w1 . If the car height is approximated as constant
value h the error due to 3D of the vehicle is dependent on
the camera angle α. The error along ∆w can calculated
as follows:
∆wx = x1 − xcar ≈ 0

(4)

H
(5)
tanα
The projection of the error can be obtained by substitution:
∆wy = y1 − ycar =

∆v1 = ((y1 − ycar ) ∗ k) ∗ sinα = H ∗ k ∗ cosα

4.4

(6)

Accuracy due to the Camera Resolution

The camera resolution is specified in the number of pixels
along u and v axis of the image and with the ppi (pixel
per inch). The error due to the digitization of an image is
one pixel. To estimate the error, we need to calculate the
projected lengths, which depend on the camera position
relative to the traffic scene. The pixel length is equal to:
Lpixel =

1inch
ppi

(7)

Figure 4: Projection of a line on the ground plane
to the image plane.
The correction considering the car model, i.e. considering
the height of the car can be expressed with the following
equation:

1  v1
H
y1 =
− yc + yc +
(8)
k sinα
tanα
To restore the velocity from the video sequence the displacement of the car between two successive frames has
to be determined. If the frame frequency is f than the
velocity of the car can be expressed as
v = L ∗ f = ∆p ∗ f

(9)

The value L (length) represents the distance ∆p between
the successive vehicle positions P1 and P2 . The restoration of the length L, i.e. distance between two points ∆p
gives:
L0
(10)
L= q
k (cosθ)2 − (sinθ ∗ sinα)2
L0
H
L= q
−
tanα
2
2
k (cosθ) − (sinθ ∗ sinα)

(11)

H
∆p0
∆p = q
−
tanα
2
2
k (cosθ) − (sinθ ∗ sinα)

(12)

The acceleration is further calculated as the product of
the velocity difference (∆v) between the two points P1
and P2 with velocity values v1 and v2 respectively:

5.

Proposed Overall Scheme for Estimating Vehicle Characteristics

The methodology proposed in this work is shown in the
Figure 5. The methodology consists of three phases: 1.
Preparation phase: scene analysis, selection of camera
and camera position, selection of image processing methods, 2. Video data processing: collection of video data,
camera calibration, image processing, vehicle model compensation, 3. Statistical evaluation and preparation for
input to microscopic simulation systems: statistical evaluation of results, generation of velocity and acceleration
profiles for vehicle trajectories.
Below is the summary of the overall proposed scheme:
Phase 1: Scene Analysis
Step: Traffic Scene analysis; Result: Estimation of Expected ranges of car velocity, acceleration and length, Possible vehicle trajectories, Illumination characteristics of
the scene
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Figure 6: Projected lengths as a function of angle
α (x axis) and constant angle θ.

Figure 5: The proposed method containing planning before video data collection.

Step: Camera Position; Result :Suitable places for camera position in order to: Achieve best accuracy, Be able
to collect the data along the expected vehicle trajectories
with one camera
Step: Image Processing Methods; Result: Choice of image processing methods and their parameters in order to
obtain optimal results

Figure 7: Projected lengths as a function of angle
θ (x axis) and constant angle α.

Step: Camera selection, Result: Camera choice: Camera resolution, Field of view, Frame frequency

tween the two points is more significant than the absolute
positions. Therefore, we consider the length errors.
q
L0 = L ∗ k ∗ (cosθ)2 − (sinθ ∗ sinα)2
(13)

Phase 2: Video Data Processing
Step: Video data collection; Result: Circumstances for
video data collection: Duration of the data collection,
Chosen time of day, Chosen time of year
Step: Calibration, Result: Identification of the points
and clues in the scene in order to perform the self-calibration
of the camera
Step: Video Data Processing; Result: Choice of vehicle
model
Phase 3: Generation of Calibration Parameters
Step: Statistical evaluation of results and preparation
of data for the microscopic simulation system interface,
Result: Generation of the driver profiles.

5.1

Expected Accuracy Limits

The choice of the camera position has influence on the
projected lengths. The shorter the projected length, the
bigger is the error due to the projection. The distance be-

The depicted diagram in Figure 6 shows that there is an
area for α values, for which the projected length is very
short and would lead to substantial errors. Depending on
the expected accuracy the range of angle θ can be chosen.
The inaccuracy of the L0 for the bigger values of |θ| will
have more impact on the accuracy on the restored value
L. For example, depending on the required accuracy, the
values for θ smaller than -0.4 and bigger than 0.4 will be
considered to give too high error due to the projection
and may be avoided for the traffic scene.
Another interesting observation comes from investigating
the projected lengths dependent on the angle θ. The projected lengths as a function of the angle θ are also acceptable only in a specific range. For example from -0.5
till 0.5 since for this value the projected length is in the
range of -0.8 and 0.8 of the real length. This relationship
in real and projected length secures lower errors of length
estimation. Having this in mind, by choosing the camera
position, the orientations of the car to the projection axis
have to belong to this range.
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Point B: α = 0.15rad, θ = 1.24rad,

L0
L

= 0.94

Point C: α = 0.16rad, θ = 1.57rad,

L0
L

= 0.99

The obtained values show that the length accuracy at
point A much lower than at points B and C. For the calculation of the driver profiles the trajectory segment can
be reduced as shown in the Figure 9.
The influence of the car height on the length accuracy is
given below:
Point A: α = 0.13rad, θ = 0.98rad, Lerror
= 12.23m
H
Point B: α = 0.15rad, θ = 1.24rad, Lerror
= 10.58m
H
Point C: α = 0.16rad, θ = 1.57rad, Lerror
= 9.91m
H
Figure 8: Error due to the vehicle length as a
function of angle α (x axis).

The length of the traffic scene: 30 m. Expected ranges
of car velocity: 0 m/s till 19 m/s (70 km/h). Expected
acceleration 0.5 m/s2. Possible vehicle trajectories are
straight line, overtaking. Illumination characteristics of
the scene are acceptable for the videos filmed during the
day. Suitable places for camera position are above the
traffic scene with an angle to the traffic flow. Used camera
is Sanyo VPC HD 1000: Camera resolution: 1280x720
Frame frequency: 60 frames/s. Camera position: 3

6.1

Figure 9: Error due to the vehicle length as a
function of angle α (x axis).

6.2

6.

Implementation of the Proposed Method

The practical part of this doctoral work includes implementation of an image processing system. The commercial software Matlab/Simulink [14] was selected as a framework for implementation, since the algorithms for the data
acquisition were not the main aim of the dissertation.
LH
error =

H
tanα

(14)

For a certain range of angle values α, the error can be
chosen to have acceptable low values, for example between
1.2 rad and 1.8 rad. Below is the traffic scene used to
validate the proposed method. The traffic scene is the
straight two way street with one lane in each direction.
The driving direction from A to B will be referred to as
the right direction and the direction from B to A will be
considered as the left direction. The traffic scene that
should be observed is defined with the points A and B.
The distance between the points A and B is 30 m. The
type of cars that frequent the road is personal car. The
velocity is limited to 40 km/h along the road segment.
The camera is 30 m distant to the road and on the height
of 5 m. The angle θ is in the range from 1.24 rad at the
point B and 0.98 rad at the point A to 1.57 rad at the
point C. The angle α is in the range from 0.15 rad at point
B and to 0.13 rad at point A to the maximum value of
0.16 rad at the point C. The expected accuracy for the
length calculation is in the following range:
Point A: α = 0.13rad, θ = 0.98rad,

L0
L

= 0.55

Phase 2: Video Data Processing

The velocity profiles of monitored vehicles are shown in
the diagram below, Figure 10. Number of Vehicles is 91.
Average velocity is 29.27 km/h (8.13 m/s). Average acceleration is 0 (constant movement).

Phase 3: Statistical Evaluation of the Results

The diagram in the Figure 11 is the ”best fit” lines for
the velocities of all observed cars, velocities of the cars
moving in the direction left and the direction right. The
lines are represented with the following equation:
V elocity = m ∗ CarIdentif ier + b

(15)

where m, b and the correlation factor R have the following
values:
All cars: m = 0.0175, b = 7.326, L2 = 0.03426
Cars moving to the left (B to A): m = 0.04472, b =
6.444, L2 = 0.1149
Cars moving to the right (A to B): m = −0.04205, b =
9.462, L2 = 0.01986
Standard Deviation for Velocity and Car Interval for all
and σI = 7.6 m
respectively.
cars are σV = 2.48 m
s
s

7.

Conclusion

The objectives of this doctoral work were to project an
overall scheme of estimating vehicle characteristics from
video sequences, to analyze errors arising in the estimation process, estimate expected accuracy limits and recommend suitable scene configuration for getting reliable
results and to statistically evaluate the characteristics of
a vehicle fleet and formulate recommendations for generating vehicles in microscopic simulation models. The
work proposes a methodology for estimation of the parameters necessary to calibrate microscopic simulation systems. The methodology consists in analysis and configuration of a traffic scene, evaluation of vehicle parameters
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Figure 10: Velocity Profiles.

Figure 11: Velocity Distribution of the Cars.

Figure 12: Car Frequency.
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from video sequences and the statistical preparation of
the obtained vehicle parameters for the input of a microscopic system. The proposed methodology is not related
to any specific simulation system or to any specific video
system for traffic monitoring. The contribution of the
work lies primarily in defining the methodology for calibrating the microscopic systems independent on specific
vendor cameras or commercial solutions. The proposed
methodology can be taken also as guideline for choosing
the appropriate equipment for the traffic monitoring with
the purpose of calibrating a simulation system. On the
other hand it gives the direction for building a completely
tailor made software system for evaluation of the calibration parameters. To verify the proposed methodology the
software for video data evaluation was build using MatLab/Simulink tools and blocksets. The application of the
methodology was illustrated on one traffic scene of low
complexity. Nevertheless the results are convincing and
show the practicality of the described methodology.
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